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If you are reading this text, the reason is simple: 
BARRACUDA has already given you an emotion.
BARRACUDA is a strong and exclusive project that 
was created in 2002.
The world of motorcycles discovers the naked 
bikes. Alessandro, the owner of the company, 
dreams of a big project and gives birth to the brand 
BARRACUDA. Everything is designed with great care 
to quality of all details. 
All human, technological, financial, and business 
activities are intended only to reach a high standard 
quality. The result is very strong from the beginning. 
By constantly increasing in the world, certify that who 
meets Barracuda can clearly feel the quality of strong 
and exclusive brand. 
The BARRACUDA project key points are: 
The absolute QUALITY of products; Careful choice of 
DESIGN; Excellent value for PRICE; Selection
of SPECIAL materials; Advanced manufacturing  and 
INNOVATIVE technologies; 
Combined with a FAST and GOOD SERVICE.
BARRACUDA today is the market leader in Italy and the project is getting stronger in all world with the help of the EXCLUSIVE distributors of the brand in each 
country. The distribution is growing up inexorable worldwide.
BARRACUDA products are available thanks to the best collaboration of the most exclusive dealers of accessories in Italy and in the world, the fast online 
service with delivery in 24/48 in Italy and 72 hours in Europe and in all world.    
The BARRACUDA team consists of people who are ready to offer the best possible advices.
Our project is made by people, not just by big numbers.
Thanks to all who are part of this great project and thanks to all the customers who have chosen BARRACUDA and who believe in us.
 
Alessandro Giardina - CEO  BARRACUDA
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You Design
LED INDICATORS
IDEA
IDEA are E-marked LED indicators with an ABS  body.
They are characterized by a new design with futuristic li-
nes. With their high performance LEDs the IDEA are clearly 
indicating the direction you want to go.
IDEA offers the new concept “YOU DESIGN”.
With this concept the customer can choose their own 
design style by choosing different INSERTS which are sold 
separately. 
The inserts are available in ABS or in ALUMINUM.
You can choose between seven different colors: BLACK, 
SILVER and GOLD are available in aluminum ANODIZED 
and the WHITE, RED, ORANGE, GREEN and CARBON 
inserts are made from ABS plastic. 
IDEA indicators are sold in pairs and are  universal for all 
motorcycles. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.



70 mm

16 m
m

IDEA 
N1001/I 

ABS + Insert | Powered by LED system | E-Marked | Universal

ALUMINUM ABS

ID-INSERT/A ID-INSERT/VID-INSERT/O ID-INSERT/CID-INSERT/RID-INSERT/N ID-INSERT/BID-INSERT/K

INSERT (OPTIONAL)
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Abs
LED INDICATORS
FRECCIA
FRECCIA are E-marked LED indicators with an ABS body. 
They are characterized by a central hole, small sizes,
aggressive but elegant lines. 
They are sold in pairs and universal for all motorcycle. 

QUADRA
QUADRA are E-marked LED indicators with an ABS body. 
They are characterized by squared and modern design. 
They are sold in pairs and universal for all motorcycle.
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74 mm

26
 m

m

65 mm

24
 m

m

FRECCIA
N1001/X 

ABS | Powered by LED system | E-Marked | Universal

QUADRA
N1001/Q

ABS | Powered by LED system | E-Marked | Universal
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Aluminum
LED INDICATORS
FUTURA 2 
FUTURA 2 are E-marked LED indicators with an ALUMI-
NUM body. They are characterized by futuristic lines, with 
a new design. They are sold in pairs and universal for all 
motorcycles.

SILUR
SILUR are E-marked LED indicators with an ALUMINUM 
body. They are characterized by clean and strong lines. 
They are sold in pairs and universal for all motorcycles.



65 mm

26
 m

m

65 mm

26
 m

m

FUTURA 
N1001/F

Aluminum | Powered by LED system | E-Marked | Universal

SILUR
N1001/S

Aluminum | Powered by LED system | E-Marked | Universal
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Abs
BULB INDICATORS
MINI VIPER
MINIVIPER are E-marked BULB indicators with an ABS 
body. They are available in two colors: BLACK and CAR-
BON LOOK with standard or long stem. 
MINI VIPER indicators are sold in pairs and are equipped 
with 21 WATT bulbs.

STAR
STAR are E-marked BULB indicators with an ABS body.
They are characterized by sharp and strong lines, available 
in two colors: BLACK and CARBON LOOK. 
STAR indicators are sold in pairs and are equipped with 21 
WATT bulbs.



70 mm

73 mm

26
 m

m
35

 m
m

MINI VIPER
N1001/VN - N1001/V

ABS | Powered by 21 WATT Bulbs | E-Marked | Universal | Black - Carbon look

STAR
N1001/RN - N1001/R

ABS | Powered by 21 WATT Bulbs | E-Marked | Universal | Black - Carbon look
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Mirrors Z-VERSION

Z-VERSION 
Z-VERSION are E-marked mirrors, they are made of ALUMINUM with a special design by BARRACUDA. They are characterized by technical lines combined with a special fabrication that 
makes them unique in their kind. 
Z-VERSIONs are part of the ALUMINUM LUXURY PROJECT called ALUX. The ALUX mirrors series are characterized from special and refined features and elegant finishing from the bottom 
to the top of the mirror that make them look like sinuous and minimalist at the same time.
These mirrors are available in five different color combinations: total BLACK, total SILVER,  BLACK body and SILVER stem, SILVER body and BLACK stem and BLACK body and GOLD stem.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are universal for all NAKED bikes.
Designed by BARRACUDA.



Aluminum | E-Marked | Universal

Z-VERSION

Black/Silver Silver/BlackSilverBlack Black/Gold

OPTIONAL MIRROR COLORS
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Mirrors SINTESY / SINTESY RETRO

SINTESY
SINTESY are E-marked mirrors madeof ALUMINUM with a special design by BARRACUDA.
They are characterized by round and sharp lines combined with a special fabrication that 
makes them unique in their kind. 
The SINTESY mirror are part of the ALUMINUM LUXURY PROJECT called ALUX. The ALUX 
mirrors series are characterized from special and refined features and elegant finishing on 
all the external round surface of the mirror that make them look sinuous and minimalist at the 
same time.
These mirrors are available in five different color combinations: total BLACK, total SILVER,  
BLACK body and SILVER stem, SILVER body and BLACK stem and BLACK body and GOLD 
stem.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are universal for all NAKED bikes.
Designed by BARRACUDA.

SINTESY RETRO
SINTESY RETRO are E-marked mirrors made of ALUMINUM with a special design by 
BARRACUDA. They are characterized by round and sharp lines combined with a special 
fabrication that makes them unique in their kind. 
The SINTESY RETRO mirrors are part of the ALUMINUM LUXURY PROJECT called ALUX. 
The ALUX mirrors series are characterized from special and refined features and elegant 
finishing on all the external round surface of the mirror that make them look sinuous and 
minimalist at the same time.SINTESY RETRO mirrors have another specific detail because 
they are mounted on the end of the handlebar that gives to the mirrors a charming cafe 
racer style.
These mirrors are available in five different color combinations: total BLACK, total SILVER,  
BLACK body and SILVER stem, SILVER body and BLACK stem and BLACK body and 
GOLD stem.The mirrors are sold in pairs and are universal for all NAKED bikes.
Designed by BARRACUDA.



19

Silver/Black Black/SilverSilverBlack Gold/Black

OPTIONAL MIRROR COLORS

Aluminum | E-Marked | Universal

SINTESY

Aluminum | E-Marked | Universal

SINTESY RETRO
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Mirrors X-VERSION ALUX

X-VERSION ALUX
X-VERSION ALUX are E-marked mirrors, they are of ALUMINUM with a special design by BARRACUDA. They are characterized by technical lines combined with a special manufacture that
makes them unique in their kind. 
X-VERSION ALUX mirrors are part of the ALUMINUM LUXURY PROJECT called ALUX. The ALUX mirrors series are characterized from special and refined features and elegant finishing from 
the bottom to the top of the mirror that make them look like sinuous and minimalist at the same time.
These mirrors are available in five different color combinations: total BLACK, total SILVER,  BLACK body and SILVER stem, SILVER body and BLACK stem and BLACK body and GOLD stem.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are universal for all NAKED bikes.
Designed by BARRACUDA.



Silver/Black Black/SilverSilverBlack Black/Gold

OPTIONAL MIRROR COLORS

Aluminum | E-Marked | Universal

X-VERSION ALUX
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Mirrors E-VERSION / E-VERSION CHROME

E-VERSION / E-VERSION CHROME
E-VERSION are NO E-marked mirrors made of ALUMINUM with an unique and minimal design, characterized by strong and hard lines that gives an elegant and aggressive style to the motorcycle. 
Available in two different versions: E-VERSION with BLACK body and leg and the E-VERSION CHROME has a BLACK body and CHROME stem.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all NAKED bikes. Designed by BARRACUDA.
 



Aluminum | NO E-Marked | Universal

E-VERSION
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Mirrors A-VERSION / X-VERSION

A-VERSION
A-VERSION are NO E-marked mirrors with special design by BARRACUDA. They have an 
ABS body characterized by strong and clean lines with special aluminum insert. 
The A-VERSION mirrors are standard available in three colors: GOLD, SILVER and BLACK. 
Thanks to the new concept “YOUDESIGN” it is possible to change the aluminum insert. These 
have to be ordered separately from the mirrors and are available in three colors: WHITE, RED 
and GREEN. The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA

X-VERSION
X-VERSION are E-marked mirrors with special design by BARRACUDA. They have an ABS 
body characterized by strong and clean lines with special aluminum insert. 
The X-VERSION mirrors are standard available in three colors: GOLD, SILVER and BLACK. 
Thanks to the new concept “YOUDESIGN” it is possible to change the aluminum insert. The-
se have to be ordered separately from the mirrors and are available in three colors: WHITE, 
RED and GREEN. The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA



Silver GoldBlack

MIRROR COLORSINSERT COLORS  (OPTIONAL)

Green White Red

Aluminum + ABS | NO E-Marked | Universal

A-VERSION

Aluminum + ABS | E-Marked | Universal

X-VERSION

Orange
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Mirrors D-VERSION / R-VERSION

D-VERSION
D-VERSION are E-marked mirrors with omologated LED indicator. They have ABS body di-
stinguished by their strong and sharp lines.
D-VERSION arrange the new concept “YOU DESIGN” that let the customer choose the own 
design by different INSERT sell separately. The inserts are in ABS in six different colors: SIL-
VER, GOLD, WHITE, RED, ORANGE, GREEN and CARBON. The mirrors are sold in pairs and 
are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

R-VERSION 
R-VERSION are E-marked mirrors. They have ABS body distinguished by their strong and 
sharp lines.
R-VERSION arrange the new concept “YOU DESIGN” that let the customer choose the own 
design by different INSERT sell separately. The inserts are in ABS in six different colors: SIL-
VER, GOLD, WHITE, RED, ORANGE, GREEN and CARBON. The mirrors are sold in pairs and 
are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.



ABS + Insert | E-Marked | Universal | Indicator E-Marked

D-VERSION

ABS + Insert | E-Marked | Universal

R-VERSION

INSERT ABS PAINT (OPTIONAL)

Black Silver Gold Red WhiteOrange Green Carbon Look
DV-INSERT/N DV-INSERT/A DV-INSERT/O DV-INSERT/R DV-INSERT/BDV-INSERT/K DV-INSERT/G DV-INSERT/C
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Mirrors STREET / STREET INDICATOR

STREET
STREET are NO E-marked mirrors with special design signed BARRACUDA. They are di-
stinguished by their clean and aerodynamic lines. They are in ABS and are available in five 
colors: MATT BLACK, CARBON LOOK, RED, ORANGE, WHITE and GREEN.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Design signed BARRACUDA.

STREET INDICATOR
STREET INDICATOR are NO E-marked mirrors with LED E-MARKED indicator. They are di-
stinguished by their clean and aerodynamic lines. They are in ABS and are available in five 
colors: MATT BLACK, CARBON LOOK, RED, ORANGE, WHITE and GREEN.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all NAKED bikes. 
Design signed BARRACUDA. 



Carbon lookRed GreenWhite

MIRROR COLORS

ABS | NO E-Marked | Universal

STREET

ABS | NO E-Marked | Universal | Indicator E-Marked

STREET INDICATOR

Orange
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Mirrors D-VERSION RACE / R-VERSION RACE

R-VERSION RACE 
R-VERSION RACE are E-marked mirrors. They have ABS body distinguished by their strong 
and sharp lines.
R-VERSION RACE arrange the new concept “YOU DESIGN” that let the customer choose 
the own design by different INSERT sell separately. The inserts are in ABS in six different 
colors: SILVER, GOLD, WHITE, RED, ORANGE, GREEN and CARBON. The mirrors are sold 
in pairs and are  universal for all RACE bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

D-VERSION RACE
D-VERSION RACE are E-marked mirrors with omologated LED indicator. They have ABS 
body distinguished by their strong and sharp lines.
D-VERSION RACE arrange the new concept “YOU DESIGN” that let the customer choose the 
own design by different INSERT sell separately. The inserts are in ABS in six different colors: 
SILVER, GOLD, WHITE, RED, ORANGE, GREEN and CARBON. The mirrors are sold in pairs 
and are  universal for all RACE bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.



INSERT ABS PAINT (OPTIONAL)

ABS + Insert | E-Marked | Universal | Indicator E-Marked

D-VERSION RACE

ABS + Insert | E-Marked | Universal

R-VERSION RACE

Black Silver Gold Red WhiteOrange Green Carbon Look
DV-INSERT/N DV-INSERT/A DV-INSERT/O DV-INSERT/R DV-INSERT/BDV-INSERT/K DV-INSERT/G DV-INSERT/C
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Mirrors RACE / RACE INDICATOR
RACE
RACE are NO E-marked mirrors with special design signed BARRACUDA. They are distingui-
shed by their clean and aerodynamic lines. They are in ABS and are available in five colors: 
MATT BLACK, CARBON LOOK, RED, ORANGE, WHITE and GREEN.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all RACE bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA. 

RACE INDICATOR
RACE INDICATOR are NO E-marked mirrors with E-MARKED LED indicator. They are di-
stinguished by their clean and aerodynamic lines. They are in ABS and are available in five 
colors: MATT BLACK, CARBON LOOK, RED, ORANGE, WHITE and GREEN.
The mirrors are sold in pairs and are  universal for all RACE bikes. 
Designed by BARRACUDA. 



MIRROR COLORS

ABS | No E-Marked | Universal

RACE

ABS | No E-Marked | Universal | Indicator E-Marked

RACE INDICATOR

Carbon lookRed GreenWhiteOrange
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Adapters and Resistors

BRACKET FOR INDICATOR
Are specific adapters for each brand of 
motorbikes and they are used to cover the 
holes  of the original indicators. 
Sold in kit. 

INDICATOR BRACKET ON KAWASAKI MIRRORS ADAPTERS ON DUCATI

INDICATOR CABLES
Are a quick and easy solution for mounting the 
BARRACUDA indicators.
They plugs directly into existing originals ca-
bles of indicators making installation easy and  
fast. They remove the need to cut or solder 
wiring. The INDICATOR CABLE KIT are spe-
cific for each brand of motorcycle. They are 
sold in pairs. 

RESISTOR 10/21 WATT
Is an electronic component necessary for 
the correct flashing of BARRACUDA led 
indicators on the motorbike. 
The choise of resistor depends from the 
motorbike watt system (10 or 21 watt).

MIRRORS ADAPTERS
Are used to fix the mirrors on every kind of 
motorcycles when the original attack is 
different from the BARRACUDA mirrors.
They are available with diameter of 10 mm, 
8mm, with universal bracket fixed to the 
handlebar and specific for Bmw.
They are sold in pairs.



RESISTOR 21W

RESISTOR 10 W

MIRRORS ADAPTER

INDICATOR BRACKET
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LEVER PRO-TECH

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

LEVER PRO-TECH
Is a protection device for brake lever that combine the estetic design signed BARRACUDA to the security on the road.
The LEVER PRO-TECH is in a special plastic POM-C, with an angular adjustment of 10°, and has the possibility to regulate the 
total lenght with an additional extension of 10mm, that allow to make it UNIVERSAL for all bikes.
The device arrange the new concept “YOU DESIGN” that let the customer to personalize the LEVER PRO-TECH with 
colored ALUMINUM INSERT available in anodized  BLACK and GOLD. The ALUMINUM INSERT are sold separately.



ALUMINUM INSERT (OPTIONAL)

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 
POM-C + Aluminum Insert | Adjustable Length-Angle | Universal

BlackGold
LP-INSERT/NLP-INSERT/O
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BRAKE-CLUTCH LEVERS / RACING GRIPS / ANTIVIBRATIONS

BRAKE / CLUTCH KIT LEVER
Made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific 
bracket for every motorcycle models.
The BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and 
are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions 
degrease. 
They have a technical design with ergonomic structure. 
Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs. 

RACING GRIPS
Made in strong and heavy RUBBER with ALUMINUM 
anodized inserts. The grips are 120 millimeter long and they 
have the gas adapter kit included. They are sold in pair and 
are available in three colors: GOLD, BLACK and SILVER.

BASIC GRIPS
Made in strong and heavy RUBBER. 
The grips are 120 millimeter long and they have the gas 
adapter kit included. They are sold in pair.

ANTIVIBRATION
Made in ALUMINUM anodized. 
They are universal and sold in pairs. The ANTIVIBRATIONS 
are available in three colors: GOLD, SILVER and BLACK.



KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH

RACING GRIPS
N1026

BASIC GRIPS
N1026/B ANTIVIBRATIONS

N1000
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HANDLEBARSKit

HANDLEBAR
Are in three anodized ERGAL colors: BLACK, GOLD and 
SILVER. They are available in two different versions: 22/22 
mm diameter (RACING version) and 28/22 mm diameter 
(VARIABLE SECTION version).

FUEL GAS CAPS 
Is in anodized black ALUMINUM billet.
They are designed for ergonomic and fast lock. 
It is specific for each brand of motorbikes.
Designed by BARRACUDA. 

RISER
Made in anodized black ERGAL.
They are available in two different versions: UNIVERSAL for 
motorcycles predisposed with original removable bracket or 
SPECIAL for motorcycles that have the bracket fused.



RACING HANDLEBARS
N1016 R

VARIABLE SECTION HANDLEBAR 28/22MM
N1016-28/22

UNIVERSAL RISERS
N1017/ U
N1017/ U22

SPECIAL RISERS
N1017/S

FUEL TANK CAP
N5300
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HEADLIGHTS & WINDSHIELD 

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
Is in plexiglass in three different colors: DARK FUMÈ, RED 
and YELLOW. They have an universal bracket that fixs in all 
round head-light motorbikes.

NEW DINAMIK HEADLIGHT
Is in ABS with a E-marked head light with double lamp H8. 
The NEW DINAMIK windshield have a new and strong 
design. Available MATT BLACK color.
The bracket for this headlight are sell separatly and 
available in three different sizes: 38-42, 43-47, 51-54.

DINAMIK HEADLIGHTS
Is in ABS with a E-marked head light. It has a new strong 
design, available in no paint color (MATT BLACK).

MADE IN ITALYWINDSHIELD ARE



AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
N3000

NEW DINAMIK HEADLIGHT
N8000

DINAMIK HEADLIGHT
N7000

UNIVERSAL BRACKET HEAD LIGHT
N8013

MADE IN ITALY
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WHEELS STRIPES / GAS TANK COVER / SAVE CARTER INSERT  

WHEELS STRIPES 
Made in 3M material to ensure duty and highest 
quality the WHEELS STRIPES are available in 
three colors: BLACK, RED and WHITE. They are 
available in two different sizes: for Motorbikes
and Maxiscooters. They are sold in KIT (one kit is
for both motorbike wheels). 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

CRASH PAD INSERTS
Made in anodized ALUMINUM, they are part of 
the “YOUDESIGN” concept that let the customer 
choose the own design by three different colors: 
SILVER, BLACK and GOLD. The INSERT are sold 
in pair. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

MADE IN ITALYWHEEL STRIPES, CRASH PAD AND TANK PAD ARE



TANK PAD
N1009

WHEEL STRIPES
N5400
NS5400

CRASH PAD INSERT
TA INSERT

TA-INSERT/A TA-INSERT/N TA-INSERT/O

ALUMINUM INSERT (OPTIONAL)

MADE IN ITALY
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LICENCE PLATE / LICENCE PLATE LIGHT / 
REFLECTOR KIT / REAR TAIL LIGHT

LICENCE PLATE
Is in black anodized Aluminum and inox junction that gua-
rantee strenght to the vibration. The kit is complete of bra-
cket and screws. Not include indicator, 
reflector kit and licence plate light.
Designed by BARRACUDA.

LICENCE PLATE LIGHT
Is in black ALUMINUM with E-MARKED led. 
Is not necessary any adaptation because the BARRACUDA 
LICENCE PLATE LIGHT works without problem in any elec-
trical system.
Designed by BARRACUDA.

REFLECTOR KIT
Universal for all types of licence plates. It is E-MARKED and 
complete of inox support bracket. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

REAR TAIL LIGHT 
Universal and E-MARKED led. It has clean lines and satin 
finishing. Designed by BARRACUDA. 

MADE IN ITALYLICENSE PLATE IS 



LICENCE PLATE
N6104-BN

REAR TAIL LIGHT
TIGER LED

REFLECTOR KIT
N-CAT

INOX JOINT

LICENCE PLATE LIGHT
N1002

Aluminum | Led system | E-Marked | Universal

MADE IN ITALY
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PADDOCK STAND
Is in over-sized STEEL tubing that guarantee a strong and 
high quality. 
The PADDOK STAND is available in two versions:  with 
DOUBLE bracket with adjustable width to fit in all TWIN 
swing-arm motorcycles (available with rubber slide or with 
fork slide), or SINGLE swing-arm version. 
Suitable for all motorcycles.
Designed by BARRACUDA.

SUPPORT STAND
Are UNIVERSAL and made to work in conjunction with fork 
slide paddock stand. The SUPPORT STAND are in silver 
anodized aluminum are available in two different size: 
6/8mm or 10mm (thread diameter). 
They are part of “YOUDESIGN” concept that let the custo-
mer choose the own design by two different colors: 
BLACK and GOLD. 
The SUPPORT STAND are sold in pair. 
Designed by BARRACUDA.

PADDOCK STAND / SUPPORT STAND



PADDOCK STAND
N5000

SUPPORT STAND
N5100

N51-INSERT/N N51-INSERT/O

ALUMINUM INSERT (OPTIONAL)
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Classic STONE / RETRO STONE / FONZIE

STONE
STONE are NO E-marked mirror with special design signed 
BARRACUDA. They are in ALUMINUM and the design is 
characterized by clean and circular lines.
STONE mirror are available in two colors: MATT BLACK and 
CHROME. They have a universal bracket for naked bike and are 
sold in pairs. 

RETRO STONE
RETRO STONE are NO E-marked mirror with special design 
signed BARRACUDA. 
They are in ALUMINUM and their particularity is the special 
RETRO style, RETRO STONE mirror is designed for classic and 
special bikes and it is available in CHROME version. They have 
a universal bracket studied for handlebars and they are sold 
in pairs.

FONZIE
FONZIE are E-marked BULB indicators with ALUMINUM body, 
designed for old style bikes. They are characterized by classic 
and very small sizes. FONZIE indicator are available in 
CHROME/BLACK color. They are sold in pairs and they are 
equipped with 21 WATT bulb light.
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ChromeBlack Chrome

67 mm

34
 m

m

Aluminum | No E-Marked | Universal

RETRO STONE
Aluminum | No E-Marked | Universal

STONE

FONZIE
N1001/Z
Aluminum | Powered by 21 watt Bulb system | E-Marked | Universal 



MADE IN ITALY

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model. Made in Italy. 

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit ( right / left ), they are complete with everything you need for installation.

The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, aluminum spacers and specific screws .

• REAR FENDER: made in black matt abs and black anodized aluminum chaincover. It is specific and complete of screws.  Made in Italy.

CB 500 X / F

Honda

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
HCX5300

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
HCF5300

CRASH PAD KIT
HCX5101

REAR FENDER
HCX5 PARAF

WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD AND REAR FENDER ARE

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALY
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AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
HCF6300

CRASH PAD KIT
HCF6101

LICENCE PLATE
HCF6104

IDEA INDICATORS
N1001/I

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD:  made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.  Made in Italy.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, alu-

minum spacers and specific screws. 

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. Made in Italy.

CB 650 F / CBR 650 

Honda

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD AND LICENCE PLATE ARE



MADE IN ITALY

WINDSHIELD NC700X             
HNC7300X 

LICENCE PLATE
HI7104

WINDSHIELD NC700S
HNC7300S

REAR FENDER
HI7 PARAF

NC 700 X/S

Honda

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model. 

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

• LICENCE PLATE KIT: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

rear light, bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible. 

• REAR FENDER: made in black matt abs and black anodized aluminum chaincover. It is specific and complete of screws. 

WINDSHIELD, LICENCE PLATE AND REAR FENDER ARE

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALY
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LICENCE PLATE
HI7104

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
HI7300

REAR FENDER
HI7 PARAF

STICKERS KIT
HI7400

• LICENCE PLATE KIT:is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

rear light, bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

• REAR FENDER: made in black matt abs and black anodized aluminum chaincover. It is specific and complete of screws.

INTEGRA 700/750

Honda

LICENCE PLATE, WINDSHIELD, AND REAR FENDER ARE



MADE IN ITALY

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
HN1300

CRASH PAD KIT
HN1101

LICENCE PLATE
HN1104-BN

REAR FENDER
HN1 PARAF

KIT RESISTOR SPECIFIC
HN1-RESIST

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD:  made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model. 

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, alu-

minum spacers and specific screws.

• KIT RESISTOR SPECIFIC: KIT RESISTOR SPECIFIC: is an electronic component indispensable for the right working of BARRACUDA led indicators. KIT 

RESISTOR SPECIFIC includes the aluminum bracket studied for the correct ASSEMBLY and WORK on the cb1000r. 
• REAR FENDER: made in black matt abs and black anodized aluminum chaincover. It is specific and complete of screws.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE:  made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

CB 1000 R

Honda

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
HN1127WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD, REAR FENDER AND LICENCE PLATE ARE



MADE IN ITALY
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BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
KN7127/07

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD                       
KN8300/13

CHAIN COVER
KN8119/13

CRASH PAD KIT
KN8101/13

LICENCE PLATE ALUMINUM
KN8104/13

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD KIT:  made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model 

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit ( right / left ), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, 

aluminum spacers and specific screws

• LICENCE PLATE KIT: made in black anodized aluminum and steel junction that guarantee strenght to the vibration. The kit is specific and it’ s complete 

of bracket and screws. N.B. The original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible 

• CHAIN COVER: made in black matt abs + black anodized aluminum chainguard. The kit is specific and it’ s complete of screws 

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet aluminum. The BARRACUDA lever are jointed and equipped with an adjuster on 

the top ( 6 Position). They have a technical design with ergonomic structure. Available Anodized Black / Gold. Sold in Pair.

Z-800

Kawasaki

WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD, LICENCE PLATE AND CHAIN COVER ARE

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALY

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD                       
KN1300/14

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
KN1127/10

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP

CRASH PAD KIT
KN1101/10

LICENCE PLATE
KN1104/14

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model. 

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit ( right / left ), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, 

aluminum spacers and specific screws.

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.  

Z-1000 2014

Kawasaki

WINDSHIELD, LICENCE PLATE AND CRASH PAD ARE



MADE IN ITALY
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AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD           
KE6300/12

CRASH PAD KIT
KE6101/12

LICENCE PLATE 
KE6104/12

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
KE6127

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD KIT: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit ( right / left ), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, 

aluminum spacers and specific screws.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.     

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABL: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

ER-6N 2012

Kawasaki

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD AND LICENCE PLATE ARE



MADE IN ITALY

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model. Made in Italy. 

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, alu-

minum spacers and specific screws.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible. 

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD, LICENCE PLATE ARE  

LICENCE PLATE
YMT7104

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
YMT7300

FUEL TANK CAP
YN5300

CRASH PAD KIT
YMT7101

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
YF6127

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 

MT-07

Yamaha

WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD AND LICENCE PLATE ARE



MADE IN ITALY
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RADIATOR AIR CONTROL
YMT9124

LICENCE PLATE
YMT9104

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
YMT9300

CHAIN COVER
YMT9119

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model 

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, 

aluminum spacers and specific screws 

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible 

• AIR CONTROL KIT: sold in kit (right / left). They are in ALUMINUM and the kit include instruction and screws. Avaiable in anodized BLACK color 

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs 

• CHAIN COVER: made in anodized BLACK aluminum. It is specific and complete of screws.

MT-09

Yamaha

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
YF6127

CRASH PAD KIT
YMT9101

WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD, LICENCE PLATE, AIR CONTROL AND CHAIN COVER ARE



MADE IN ITALYWINDSHIELD, CARTER COVER AND LICENCE PLATE ARE

T-VERSION MIRRORS
T-VERSION/12

CARTER COVER
YT5119/A -YT5119/O -YT5119/N

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
YT5300/12

LICENCE PLATE
YT5104/12

MIRROR ADAPTERS 
T-CAP/12

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• T-VERSION MIRRORS: E-marked mirror with special design signed BARRACUDA. They have an aluminum body characterized by modern and clean 

design. T-VERSION/12 mirror are available in BLACK color with CARBON LOOK insert. They have a SPECIFIC bracket for T-MAX 2012. Sold in pairs.

• MIRROR ADAPTER KIT: the kit is specific for T-MAX 2012 and it allows to fix all naked mirrors on the handlebar. It includes the plexi windshield CAPS 

and handlebar BRAKET. They are in BLACK anodized ALUMINUM billet. Sold in pairs. 

• CARTER COVER: is in anodized aluminum available in: SILVER, GOLD and BLACK version. They are sold in pairs (left and right side). 

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

T-MAX 530 2012

Yamaha



MADE IN ITALY
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ENGINE SPOILER AEROSPORT
SG6 PUNT

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
SG7300

LICENCE PLATE
SG7104

CRASH PAD KIT
SG7101

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, alu-

minum spacers and specific screws.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

• ENGINE SPOILER AEROSPORT: made in black matt ABS. The kit is specific and include instruction and  steel bracket. Avaiable in no paint version 

( matt BLAK ) and in SILVER and BLACK SHINE colors .

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

Suzuki

GSR 750

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
SG6127WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD, LICENCE PLATE AND ENGINE SPOILER ARE



MADE IN ITALYWINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD AND LICENCE PLATE ARE

AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD
DN8300

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
DN8127 

LICENCE PLATE
DN8104

CRASH PAD KIT
DN8101

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit ( right / left ), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, 

aluminum spacers and specific screws.

• LICENCE PLATE KIT: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE KIT is complete 

of undertail, e-marked rear light, bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

MONSTER 821

Ducati

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALY

AEREOSPORT WINDSHIELD
DH8300

WINDSHIELD AND LICENCE PLATE ARE

61

BRAKET FOR MIRROR 
N-ADATT-10

IDEA INDICATORS
N1001/I

SUPPORT STAND
N5100/6/8

LICENCE PLATE 
DH8104

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD: made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible.

HYPERSTRADA 

Ducati



MADE IN ITALYLICENCE PLATE IS

RACING GRIPS
N1026

LICENCE PLATE 
DNM1104/11

R-VERSION MIRRORS
R-VERSION

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
DS1127

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible  

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs.

MULTISTRADA 1200

Ducati

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALYLICENCE PLATE IS
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RACING GRIPS
N1026

LICENCE PLATE
DP8104

D-VERSION RACE MIRROR 
D-VERSION/RACE

BRAKE - CLUTCH LEVERS
DS1127

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible  

• KIT LEVER BRAKE / CLUTCH ADJUSTABLE: made from solid billet ALUMINUM. They  have a  specific bracket for every motorcycle models. The 

BARRACUDA levers have adjustable connections and are equipped with an adjuster on the top with six positions degrease. They have a technical design 

with ergonomic structure. Available in anodized BLACK-GOLD. Sold in Pairs. 

Ducati

848

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 



MADE IN ITALY

AEREOSPORT WINDSHIELD
TS9300/11

LICENCE PLATE
TS6104-13

CRASH PAD KIT
TS6101-13

CHAIN COVER
TS6119-13

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD : made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model.

• CRASH PAD KIT: sold in kit (right / left), they are complete with everything you need for installation. The kit includes the caps made in black pvc, alu-

minum spacers and specific screws.

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible. 

• CHAIN COVER: made in anodized BLACK aluminum. It is specific and complete of screws.

Triumph

STREET TRIPLE R 2013

WINDSHIELD, CRASH PAD, LICENCE PLATE, CHAIN COVER ARE

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 
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AEREOSPORT WINDSHIELD
MB9300

LICENCE PLATE
MB6104-13

CHAIN COVER
MB6119-13

MIRRORS ADAPTERS 
MB9-ADATT

• AEROSPORT WINDSHIELD : made in dark fumè plexiglass. The kit is specific for the motorbike model 

• LICENCE PLATE: is in black anodized ALUMINUM with inox junction that ensure strenght against to vibrations. The LICENCE PLATE is complete of 

bracket and screws. N.B. the original licence plate light and indicator are not compatible 

• CHAIN COVER: made in anodized BLACK aluminum. It is specific and complete of screws.

MV Agusta

BRUTALE 675/800

WINDSHIELD, LICENCE PLATE, CHAIN COVER ARE

LEVER PRO-TECH
N1000/LP 
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